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About This Game

Stray Cat Crossing is an indie pixel horror game developed in RPG Maker.

STORY:

You find yourself in a roadside clearing. A little girl named Cat is crying nearby. She needs you to take her home, where you’ll
encounter bizarre monsters, ethereal places, and heart-wrenching secrets about Cat and her family.

FEATURES:

A strange, surreal world to explore. 
Face-switching babies, Giant masked caterpillars, Talking rams and owls, oh my!

Challenging riddles and puzzles to solve.
Can you outsmart these cunning creatures? Test your wits to survive!

Detailed 16-bit pixel art 
Gorgeous pixel graphics reminiscent of the SNES and GBA.

Original post-rock, ambient soundtrack 
Soothing guitars and humming synths lull you into a false sense of security.
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~2 hours of gameplay: 
Might as well be a feature film!

Want more content? Visit our devblog:
http://straycatcrossing.tumblr.com
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Title: Stray Cat Crossing
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Jurlo, JetPackGone
Publisher:
Fridge
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This was so well done, and it hit me in the feels. The spooky was enough it put my sister and I on edge (we played together), but
the story was captivating. The story is a gut punch for our feels and if you love yourself you will play this with a tub of ice
cream, some fluffy blankets and your favorite cuddle\/sit\/cry friend on your side. I would have been willing to pay probably
$10\/15 for this game and still been satisfied. The fact I got it on steam sale for $1 feels like a steal. Just check it out.. Stray Cat
Crossing is an indie pixel horror game set in a surreal eerie world filled with all kind of strange creatures. This is a great spooky
puzzle game if you're looking for something pleasing to the eye and at the same time packed with interesting puzzles and a
touching story.

- Beautiful pixel art. Reminds me plenty of something from Studio Ghibli.
- Very nice soundtrack.
- Handful of puzzles and riddles throughout the whole game.
- Mystery!
- THE FEELS.
- It's very short... Would be great if it was even longer.

Overall it's good for a short horror game, especially for this price.. This game is full of little design choices that seem to have
been made for no reason other than padding out the minimum playthrough time.

However, I think the real problem with this game is that it feels like a prototype for a much better game.

If the developer makes another game, I might buy it, but I wouldn't recommend this one unless you want to try a weird
experimental game that doesn't quite work.
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